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ABSTRACT 
TheoreticaJ and experimental investigations were conduc.i;ed for the 
purpose of impwing  accuracy in calculating pressure distributions for 
various tension shell  decelerator shapes and evaluating the effects on 
derived shapes resulting Fram the application of different pressure dis- 
tributions. Although tension shell  shapes hawe been derived using 
Newtonian aerodynamics in conjmction w i t h  linear mnibrane theory, 
experimental pressure distributions obtained on other bluff shqes  
indicated that Newtonian theory does not describe the actual pressure 
distribution. Howwer, better agre-t has been obtained for many bluff 
shapes w i t h  sonic corners by means of integral relation theory. Conse- 
quently, a computational procedure invol~-Lng the use of a one-strip 
integral relation technique for calculat ing pressure distributions was 
devised for use in deriving new tension shell shapes. Inasmuch as the 
nose radius ar;d the free-stream Ma& number affected the integral rela- 
tion pressure distributions, their effects on integral-relation-derived 
tension shel l  shapes were hvestigated. 
Experimental pressure distributions were obtained at a Mach number 
of 3.0 in the Langley 9- by 6-foot the& structures tunnel m d  are 
presented for typic& Newtonian- and integral-relationderived tension 
sheU shapes. The experimental pressures are presented in tabular and 
graphical form and are canpared w i t h  pressures obtained l'rom the Eew- 
tonim and integral relation theories. Tension shell shapes were then 
derived us- the experimental pressure distributions in conjunction 
w i t h  linear crane theory and were ampared with the Newtonian- and 
fntegral-relationoderived tension shell shapes. 
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projected b a ~ ~  area, xr 2 b 
sonic veloci C;y 
constant used i n  Newtonian pressure distribution 
drag coeffizietlt, 1 
*b 
pressure ~:~xFficient, p - p, 
stagnation pressure coefficient behind normal shock 
maximum model Mameter 
body surface curvature, nondimensionalized by rb 
free-stream Mach number 
N9 evaluated at r = rb 
circumferential end meridional stress resultmts, 
respec+,ive3y, positive in  tension 
n ~ n s i o n a l  membrane pressure differential, P - PD 
local surface pressure, nondimensiontrlized by q, 
base pressure, nondhensio~alized by q, 
free-stream dynamic pressure 
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model nose XX@->S (see Fig. 3) 
principal rsdii of curvature of shell in meridianat1 
and c M - t i a l  directions, respectively 
sanic point on model surface 
curvilinear ~ ~ t e s  along, and normal to, body 
surfacen andhensianalizeci by rb (see fig. 3) 
velxity ecqments in 8- and n-direction, respectively, 
c ~ f ~ e d  by free-stream velocity 
lgOdel coo- linnte,~ (see Fig. 2) 
tension shell shape parameter 
shock angle (see fig. j) 
shock-lapr thickness along n-rdinate nondbmsional- 
- m  rb ('KC tie* 3) 
ratio of specific heats 
surface slope 
density, nondPmensionallaed by Pm 
combined entropy-continuity flow variable, 
*,g circumferential and meridicmal coordinates, respectively 
Subscripts 
0 quantities along surface (n = 0 )  
1 quantities along shock vare (n = 6 ) 
OD free-stream ~033ditims 
VI. m O D U C T 1 C m  
The possibility of exploring the atmospheres c f  certain planets has 
stilulsted the development of aerodynamic decelerators (refs. 1 through 
15). The entry of unmsnned probes into an atmosph2re reqyires a vehicle 
with law structural weight that can generate a high drag coefficient in 
order to obtain a reasonable dwell time in the atmosphere for the gather- 
ing and transmission of data. One type of decelerator that s h m  promise 
of satisfyfng the above requirements is the tension shell  as derived in 
reference 1. A typical tension shell configuration is shawn in figure 1. 
The payload is assumed t o  be concentrated i n  the forward portion of the 
vehicle which is connected t o  the campression ring at the rear by a thin 
shell or meuibrane whose shape is characterized by negative Gaussian 
curvature. Zbe copiigunticms obtain their  mame the fact that the 
shell  is shaped so as to  resist the aemdynrrmic loading by means - of 
tensile stresses only. 
As indicated by the references 2 through 10, the %ension shell  con- 
cept has been extens5vely studied -- mr a wide of 
Ma& mmiber, Reynolds mn&er, and fineness ratios. Ihe results Pram the 
investigation of reference 2 indiate that the relatively b1ufY tension 
shell  shapes - that is, those that generate a detached bow shock wgve - 
BUBY be best suited for use as entry vehicles becrwse they can 9 m 1 q  
8 
relatively h3gh drag coettlcients without the ' h r s e  bomdary-lqwr 
flow separation effects that are encountered 'lry less bluff tension shell 
shapes. In previous iirvestigaticms of this concept, the tension shell  
shapes were derived using mear mrabrane theorg i n  conjmction with 
either an axisynrnetric Newtonian or a constant pressure distribution. 
However, the experimental data of reference 16 for  large angle cones 
indicated that the constant pressure distribution predicted by Newtonian 
theory does not describe the actual distribution t o  which the cones are 
subjected. Thus, t h i s  inadequacy of the Newtonian theory with respect 
t o  cones having proportions similar to  those of the bluff tensim shell 
shapes poses the question of how the shapes of reference 1-t differ 
froan shaps that are derived using a more realistic pressure distributf on. 
Morewer, the question arises concerning the nature of the actual pres- 
sure distribution on bluff tension shell shapes inasmuch as no experi- 
mental pressures are presently mailable. 
In view of the a '  questions, an investigatian was made to deter- 
mine a more realistic pressure distribution and i ts  effect on the bluff 
tenrim shell shapes of reference 1. One theoretical approach that 
accurately predicts the pressure distributicn of large-angle cones is 
the integral relation theory explained in refermce 16. Consequently, 
a camputattonal procedure was dwised in the present investigation 
i m - 0 1 .  the use of a one-strip integral relation technique for calm- 
1st- pressure distributions and linear e m m e  theory to  derive new 
tension shell shapes. Shapes were alao derived using pressures obtained 
f r a ~  wind--el test8 condmted at #sch 3.0 an wndels w i t h  shapes that 
were derived from Newtmian pressures and f"rm pres8ures pr@dicted by 
the integral relation method. 
me present thesis presents the 8zmJysis for detemh%tian, 
discusses the results from the theoretical study md f r a m  experbent, 
and compares the shapes obtained from the different pressure d i s t r i -  
butions. Inasmuch as the pressure diatribdtions given by the integral 
relation method are somewhat dependent on i.~a& number arid nose radius, 
the effects of vsrying the Mach number front 2.5 to  7.0 and of vazyiag 
the nose radius fkam 0.05 t o  0.56 times the ?mse radius an the derived 
shapes are also discussed. 
VII. AaALYSIS 
A. S f r t ~ t  of Problm 
mc fol lwhg a d l y ~ i s  co~is ts  of solving two set8 of independent 
differential equaticma w i t b  their relrpective baundsry coaditiclas. llhe 
first set  of e q u a t i w  cane8 fraa the linear membrane equilibrium equa- 
tions for a ahell of revolution glrbjected t o  an axisymrmetric pressure 
distribution. Circumferential rrnd meridional stress resultants are 
assumed relac& t o  each other by a constant, and zero ma1 forces are 
assumed on the compression ring. The second se t  of equations is derived 
tgr a p p a  intq~al relation *beory t o  the solution of supersonic, 
inviscid f l a w  around bluff bodies. Ihe body surface is assumed to  be 
normal t o  the free-st- flow direction at the nose, and the local 
velocity is 88- t o  be s d c  at the sharp corner on the base com- 
pression ring. 'Ihe two sets of eqwrtians are related in that the *first 
'set of equatianrr requires a pressure distribution as an input in order 
to provide a ahage, while the secand se t  of equations requires a shape 
as an input in order t o  provide a pressure distribution. Either a 
particular sbagc or a pressure distritratian must be assumed t o  start 
the cslalations, d an iterative procedure anurt be foU& between 
the two sets of equation8 until a 'Mi- shape BLLd pressure distribution 
are obtained. 
B. Brsic EQ\tr;tim a& Solut- 
1. Structura l .  - Por a &dl of revolution subject t o  an 
metric pressure distribution, the appropriate linear & m e  equilibrium 
equations are (see ref. 1): 
and 
where (see fig. 2 )  
1 
-- cos 9 - dq - d(sin 9) 
rm dr dr 
and 
As- N& = aN&, where a is a constant, e~uation (1) becomes 
Solving for Hq: 
Let Z (which correqmds to the value of used in ref.1) be - .  
given as follows: 
With the use of equations (3), ( k ) ,  (61, and (71, equation (2) becomes 
dq a sin cp 
- +  0 
dr r cos cp q, 
r dr If R = -, then dR = - an2 equation (8) becomes 
- I?b rb 
d9 asincp 
- +  - (R)(l-) = 0
dR R cos 4, c O S  CP 
Assuming that there is no axial force on t h e  compression ring, %be slape 
of the model surface becomes zero at r = rk, or 
Thus, for any particular pressure distributior , there exists a first- 
order differential equation and the necessary boundarg conditions to  
solve for the model surface slope. E~uetion (9) again be integrated 
with respect t o  r t o  obtain the x-coordinate of the desired configura- 
tion as a Axnction of r. 
Equation (9), subject t o  the bamdary condition (eq. (lo)), has 
been solved for a bo4y of revolution with an axisynoletric pressure dis- 
tribution by the use of a digital computer. A source program in 
Fortran N langurrge is  given in appendix A. Equation (9) was numerically 
integrated twice using the fourth-order Rmge-Kutta integration techni- 
que. The integration was started at R = 1 and continued with decreas- 
ing values t o  R = 0. In order t o  use the program, values of 2, a, 
integration step h e i ~ a t ,  DR, and a pressure distribution as a f'unction 
of R are necessary inpi1.t~ t o  the program. The program output consists 
of values of the axial  c o o ~ ~ a t e  and surface slope as a f b c t i o n  of 1:. 
With t h i s  program, s h e s  are obtained with zero nose radius of 
curvature. 
2. Aerodynamic. - For a blunt body of revolution with sharp 
corners subjected t o  inviscid supersonic flow, the governing d i f fe rent ia l  
equations for  the one-strip method may be written as follows (see ref. 16): 
and 
A sketch of the geometry and coordinates are shown i n  figure 3. A 
particular body contour is specified by giving the surface angle and 
curvature as a function of 8. On the axis of symmetry at s = 0, the 
n body surface must be nolrmal to  the stream direction 8(0) = and the 
surface slope must be continuous; thus, the following conditions hold: 
and 
The surface speed i s  required t o  reach sonic velocity at the model 
corner, r = rb, which results i n  the boundary condition that 
where a * is a constant dependent on I& and y. Thus, we have three 
interconnected f irst-order differential  equations (U ), (12 ), and (13 ), 
and three boundary conditions, (lk), (15), and (16), that must be satis- 
fied. The f'unctions a t  the shock wave are explicit functions of y, &, 
p, and 8. The main dependent variables are 6, 8, and ug, while po 
and p0 are obtained as explicit functions of y, &, and ug by using 
the isentropic lam. 
Equations (ll), (12), and (13) and the boundary conditions (14 ), 
(I?), end (16) have been programed for  use on a digi ta l  computer. The 
integration of equations (11), (12), and (13) starts at s = 0 and 
terminates a t  s = s*j the initial shockwave standoff distance 6(0) is 
unknrrwn and must be chosen so that equation (16) is satisfied at the 
correct corner location. A discuaeicm of the techniques used in  solving 
t h e  equations and a detailed program list-aut sre given in reference 16 
with sample calculationc on certain blunt axisymmetric bodies. In order 
t o  use the exibting program for  more general shapes, it is necessary 
only t o  modify the input statements and the subroutine called BSR. In 
order t o  perform the calculations, an input statement was added to 
direct  the computer t o  =cad in  tabulated values of surface slope and 
r for  any part icular configuration. The subroutine BSR was modified 
hj adding appropriate statements t o  direct  the confputer t o  use the 
correct values of surface s l q e  and r fo r  the particulbs configuration 
under consideratian. With these modifications, flow conditions may be 
computed for  any bluff b~dy fo r  which the surface slope i s  continuous 
and is given as a f h c t i o n  of r. 
C. Calculation Procedure 
In order t o  begin the i te ra t ive  procedure involving equations ( 9 )  
and (10) snd emations (U.) through (16 ), ei ther  a shnpe o r  a pressure 
distr ibution must be assumed. For the work contained herein, an 
i n i t i a l  shape was calculated using a Newtonian pressure distribution 
(i. e. , P = 5 = 2 sin2$ ), and t h i s  shape was used i n  the integral  
relat ion computer program involving equations (ll) through (16) t o  
obtain a new pressure distribution. To sa t i s fy  the rewrements  of the 
integra: .?elation computer program that  the surface slopes be conthuous 
and normal t o  tine stream direction at the nose, the i n i t i a l  shape was 
given a spherical nose rsdiw. The pressure distribution so obtained 
was fed into  the l inear  membrane program involving equations (9) and 
(10) which calculated a new shape having a zero nose radius of curvature. 
The new shape was then sphericttlly blunted and applied ,to repeat the 
procedure until convergence occurred, end a unique shape and pressure 
were obtained. The process was considered to have converged if the 
difference between successive iterations result,ed in  a m a x h m  variation 
i n  x/fb of less than 0.5001. 
A. Models 
Two pressure distribution models were wind tunnel tested as part of 
this investigation. =e shapes md pertinent model dimensions are given 
in figure 6; model coordinates end orifice locations are given in 
table I The model shapes were derived using the linear membrane equ- 
librium qpatians for values of Z = 0.65 and a = 0. For one of the 
shapes, a Newtonian pressure distribution wss sss~rmed, and for the other 
shape a pressure distribution predicted by integral relation theory was 
used. Both shapes h M  a me-radius-to-base-radius rat io (r,/q, ) of 
0.20. Each mde? was instrumented with 49 pressure orifices; 41 orifices 
were distributed along the front face of the model ar,d 8 orifices were 
distributed along the model base. The orifices a l o q  the *%nt face of 
the mDdeLs -rue pcaitioned along two radigl lines 180' apart and w e r e  
mounted flush w i t h ,  and no& to, the model .CUTface, *ereas the base 
pressures were measured at the open ends of tubes soldered along the 
model base (see fig. 5). The mdels were mchined f r o m  m i l d  steel, aad 
the surfaces were polished t o  a sgooth bright finish. 
B. Test Apparatus 
1. Test facili*. - A l l  tests  were conducted in the Lmgley 9- by 
6-foot thermal stmctures tunnel. Zhis facili ty is a supersonic 51ar- 
down wind tunnel which operates at a Mach n-er of 3.0 at s w a t i o n  
pressures from to 200 psia and at stagnation texqeratures fram ambient 
to 2,000~ F. Ihe air storage capacity is sufficient t o  permit tes ts  of 
2 nrinutes' duration for stagnation pressures of 50 psia. The models were 
sting mounted as shown in figure 6. The models were aligned at zero 
angle of attack w i t h  respect to the tunnel walls. 
2. Instrumentation. - Surface pressures were measured on each of 
the configurations by means of pressure transducers located outside the 
tunnel. !Be transducers were connected to the orifices by approximately 
25 feet of 0.090-inch-insiaedameter steel tub-. In addition to the 
surface pressure orifices, four total pres~rure and four total temperature 
probes wzre mounted on the walls of the tunnel to monitor the free-stream 
flow conditions. Transducers with accu~a?ies cf fi percent of the maximum 
range were used for all pressure n a e a s ~ a t s -  Care was esercised in 
choosing transducers having a maximum range that matched the pressures 
to be measured as closely as possible. The outputs from all the pressure 
transducers and the thermocouples were recorded by the Langley central 
data recording facility. 
C. Test Procedure 
All tests were cmducted at a stagnation temperat~e of 250° F and 
at a stagnation pressure of 60 psia. The correqondUng Reynolds number, 
6 based on the mruimrrm body diwter, was qpro.xhately 10.4 x 10 . 
Canstant flow condictions were maintained for approximately 40 secopds 
in order to be certain that all pressures had ctabilized. Both model 
shapes were tested twice at identical flow conditions in order to check 
for incorrect pressure readings end to determine the e~cperhenta.1 
accuracies in-mlvd. For the repeat test, the pressure transducers were 
interchanged. 
IX. THEORETICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Comparison of Newtonian and Integral Relatic2 
Pressure D i s  tributioazs and CorresponcZq 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Tension Shell Shapes 
Twsion shell shape coordinates that were comprlted using Newtonian 
pressure distributions and the corresponding coordinates that were 
obtained from the iteration procedure using integral r a t i o n  theory 
described previously are presented in  table 11. For the present wozk, 
three Newtonian-derived tension shell  shapes were used as initial shages 
i n  the iteration procedwe and were computed for values of the shape 
parameter, 2, of 0.30, 0.65, and 0.80. As the shape parameter is 
increased, the body length increases. Consequently, these values of Z 
were chosen t o  yield shapes that were sufficiently bluff t o  generate a 
detached baw shock mve and thus permitted use of the integral relation 
theory. For these shapes, a nose radius of r, = 0.05 % was used in 
the integral relation computer program to  obtain the pressure distribu- 
tions used in the linear - m e  ccunputer progrrun for determining 
shapes. Also included in table I1 are the shape coordinates that 
resulted fram the studies made t o  observe effects of nose radius and 
Mach number on tension shell  shapes derived from integral relation 
theory. In both of these studies, the shape for Z = 0.65 was used. 
For the study on nose radius effects, shapes were computed for nose 
radii of r, = 0.20 rb and 0.56 rb and for & = 3.0. For the study 
on Mach number effects, shspes w i t h  r, = 0.05 rb were camputed for 
Mach numbers of 2.50, 5.00, and 7.00. Corresponding ?resgure 
distributions and drag coefficients predicted by the integral relation 
theory are l is ted it table III for a l l  of the shapes given in table 11. 
The disparity between pressure distributions given by different 
theories for the same shape is illustrate6 in figure 7. Presented are 
the pressure distributions calculated from Newtonian, modified Newtonian, 
and integral re la t im theories for the Newtonian-derived tension shell 
shape for 2 = 0.65 an3 rn = 6-05 rb. me results are typical for all 
shapes considered herein and indicate considerable difference in pre- 
dicted trends. For example, pressures obtained from the integral rela- 
t ion theory decrease f3-m the stagnation point and are sukstantially 
higher over mst of the surface w i t h  respect t o  the Newtonian and modi- 
fied Newton ian  values, whereas the Newtonian and modified Newtonian 
pressures increase from the nose cap tension shell juncture. Tne modified 
Z?ewtonian pressures are presented i n  order t o  campare theoretical pres- 
sures based on the same free-stream Mach number; Newtonian theory is 
based on 2.8, = -. Except for the stagnation point values, the  pressures 
obtained fmm modified Newtonian theory (5 = sin28) are i n  no 
better agreement with the pressures given by integral reletions theory 
than are the Newtonian pressures (5 = 2 sin2e). 
The initial Rewtcmian-derived tension shell shape, the fiaal 
iterated s h e ,  and the pressure distributiocs used in  their derivation 
are shown i n  figure 8 for = 0.50, 0.65, and 0.80. The final iterated 
shapes shown were obtained after four iterations. !Chis m i d  convergence 
i s  demonstrated in figure 8(b) for the Z = 0.65 shape. Typically, a 
substantial decrease in  the avera?l length of the shape occurred with 
the first iteration. Second, third, and fourth iterations resulted in 
consecutively smaller chauges in overall length as shown by the detail  
i n  figure 8(b). Each successive iteration resulted in a shape with an 
overall length that was alternately shorter or longer than the preceding 
shape and thus indicated convergence. The pressure distributions con- 
verged in  a similar manner, but smaller differences were obtained between 
successive iterations. The integral reletion pressure values produced by 
the fir& and fourth iterated shapes are *st identical and are only 
slightly larger than the integral relation pressures calculated for the 
original Newtonian shape. 
The results of figure 8 show that the pressures obtained from 
integral relation theory decrease as the tension shell length is 
increased but the changes in pressure are smal l  canpared t o  the changes 
in  shape. In contrast, the Newtonian pressures show a strong sensitivity 
to shape change. 
B. Effects of Nose Radius and Macd limber on Shapes and 
Pressure Distributions Derived Frm 
Integral Relation Theory 
Since the integral relation pressure distributions and the derived 
tension shell  shapes are samewhat dependent on the assumed nose radius 
and the free-stream flow conditions, it is  desirable t o  document the 
effects of these variables. Therefore, pressure dis t r ib~t ions  and 
tension shell  shapes were c q t e d  for L = 0.65 a t  a Mach number of 
3.0 with rn/rb = 0.20 and 0.56 and f o r  Mach mmbers of 2.50, 3.00, 
5.00, anii 7.00 w i t h  rn/- = 0.03. The effects resulting fram the nose 
radius and Mach number variations are shown in figures 9 and 10, 
respectively. The largest effect of nose radius on the pressure distr i-  
bution occurs over the spherical nose cap and i s  characterized by a 
siight bulge which covers an increasing percentage of the surface area 
as the nose radius i s  increased, but the overall effects are s ~ a l l  and 
substantiate the conclusions presented i n  reference 17 for configurations 
with the sonic point located a t  the stzaulder. Therefore, tension shell  
shapes that are computed from the integral relation pressure distribu- 
tions are insensitive to nose radius and a spherical nose cap may be 
added without appreciably affecting the shape downstream of the nose cap 
juncture. In contrast to  these results, figure 10 shows that Ma& m b e r  
affects both the pressure distribution and the tension shell shape. An 
increase in Mach number results in a reduced stat ic  pressure loading and 
a shorter tension shell  shape, but both the pressure distribution and the 
tension shell shape converge as the Mach mber increases. The h c h  
number dependency and the fact that aerodynamic decelerators w i l l  be used 
over a f in i te  Mach number range indicate that a tension shell shape 
derived for a specific application will be a coanpramised shape taking 
into account Mach rnrmber effects. Although a Mach m b e r  dependency i s  
shown for the tension shell shape, the changes i n  shape that occur within 
the Mach number range considered herein are not as great as those 
obtained betwee' Newtonian-derived and integral-relation-derived tensioz 
shell shapes. 
X. EWERMXI'AL IESULTS AM) DISCUSSION 
A sumnary of the experimental pressures obtained from the Ijiach 3.0 
wind-tunnel tests  is provided in table IV i n  pressure-coefficient form 
and i s  presented gr&pkiically i n  figure 11 f o r  the Z = 0.65 Newtonian- 
and integral-relation-derived tension shell  shapes with rn/rb = 0.20. 
The data from both models show excellent repeatability and indicate 
nearly identical pmssure distributions i n  spite of the difference i n  the 
shapes. (see fig. 4.) Thus, the experimental results substantiate the 
conclusion, noted earlier frm the c q t e d  integral relation pressure 
distributions of figure 8, that the pressure distribution for  a bluff 
tension sheil shape i s  relatively insensitive t o  significant changes i n  
the tension shell shapes.. For these shapes relatively high and nearly 
constant pressures are generated along the front surface to a value of 
r/rb ' 0.75 before showing the influence of the flow expansion around 
the sharp corner a t  the base. Nearly constant values of pressure less 
than free-stream sta t ic  pressure are obtained along the rear surface. 
XI. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT 
A. Pressure Distribution 
In figure 11, curves of the pressures obtained from integral 
relation, Newtonian, and modified Newtonian theories are included, and 
it i s  apparent that the experimental data favor the curves given bv 
integral relation theory. The agreement beiween experbent and integral 
relation theory is excellent over the nose cap and is within 9 percent 
over the remaining portion of the Newtonian-derived shape (fig. l l ( a ) )  
and within 7 percent for the iterated shape (fig. ~ ( b )  ). The 
experimentally determined pressures l i e  above the integral relation 
curve dmmstream of the nose-cap juncture, and the maximum deviat i~n 
from theory occurs at a value of r/% = 0.90. The deviation of integral 
relation theory fram experiment may be due partially to viscous effects 
which were not taken into account by integral relation theory- These 
viscous effects result in a buildup ~f the boundary-layer displaceme~t 
thickness along the model surface and therefore change the effective 
shape. However, integral relation theory gives a much better representa- 
tion of the aerodynamic loading on bluff tension shell shapes than do the 
rI&onim theories and is recarmended for use in design applications. 
B. Shapes Determined Fram Bcperhental Pressures 
The experimental pressure distributions of figure ll were used in 
the linear membrane c q t e r  program to determine shapet. for c-ison 
with the theoretically determined shapes. The coordinates of the 
experimental shapes and their corresponding experimental pressure 
distribution in terns of the nondimensional nizmbrane pressure differen- 
tial, P, are given in table V. The pressures art: an average of those 
obtained from the two tests conducted on each wind-tunnelm model. These 
experimental shapes and their pressure distributions a-e compared with 
corresponding Newtonian-derived and integral-relati~n-de--ived shapes and 
pressure distributions in figure 12. In this figure, wl;ke figure U, 
the experimental pressure values are generally less than cttained from 
integral relation theory because the maperimental values of th.9 
parameter, P, were evaluated using measured values of base pressure, 
whereas the values of P determined from integral relation theory were 
evaluated assuming zero base pressure. l l i e  agreement between the experi- 
mental and integral relation values of P, however, is within 4 percent. 
The tension shell shapes derived from the experimental pressures differ 
by less than 2 percent and should be representative of shapes obtained 
under true aerodynamic loading. Moreover, these shapes are in excellent 
weement with the integral-relation-derived shape. Consequently, a 
truer representation of a bluff tension shell shape can be obtained from 
pressures determined fzwn integral relation theory rather than from 
Newtonian theory. 
C. Drag Coefficients 
One criterion governing the final selection of a planetary 
atmosphere-entry decelerator shape is the drag coefficient. Therefore, 
the method used in estimating the drag coefficient is of paramount 
imwrta;ce. In table VI, the drag coefficients predicted by Newtonian- 
and irrtegral-relation theories for the Z = 0.65 tension shell shapes 
with rn/rb = 0.20 are cmpared with drag coefficients obtained by 
integrating the experimental pressure distributions of figure If. AU. 
drag coefficients are based on a free-stream s t a t i c  base pressure in 
order to  provide a cannon basis f o r  comparison. The drag coefficients 
predicted by Newtonian theory are up t o  13 percent greater than experi- 
ment, whereas the dra,g coefficients predicted by integral  relat ion theory 
are 6 percent less  than experiment. Thus, conservative anG more accurate 
estimates are obtained frm integral  relat ion theory. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A theoretical and an experimental investigation were conducted for 
the purpose of improving accuracy irl calculating pressure distributions 
for various tension shell decelerator shapes and to evaluate the effects 
on derived shapes resulting from the application of different pressure 
distributions. Although tension shell shapes have been derived using 
Newtonian aerodynamics in conjunction with linear membrane theory, 
eqerimental pressure distributions obtained on other bluff shapes 
indicated that Newtonian theory does not descr2be the actual pressure 
distribution. However, better agreement has been obtained for many 
bluff shapes with sonic corners by means of integral relation theory. 
Consequently, a computational procedure in-volving the use of a one-strip 
integral relation technique for calculating pressure distributions was 
devised for use in deriving new tension shell shapes. The results 
adicated that tension shell shapes that are derived using pxssure 
distributions predicted by integral relation theory are substantially 
blunter than equivalent Newtonian tension shell configurations. Although 
the pressure distributions predicted by integral relation theory are 
samewhat dependent on model nose radius and Mach number, the differences 
in the integral-rehtion-derived tension shell shapes attributable to 
various nose radii and Mach numbers are considerably less than those 
noted between rfewtonian- and integral-relation-derived tension shell 
shapes. 
Experimental pressurc distributions were obtained at a Mach number 
of 3.0 in the Langley 9- by 6-foot thennal structures tunnel for mical 
Newtonian- and integral-reltition-derived tension shell shapes. The 
experimental pressure distributions were in relatively good agreement 
with theoretical pressure distributions predicted by integral relation 
theory but showed poor agreement with press*are distributions predicted 
by Newtonian and modified Newtonian theories. Tension shell shapes 
derived using the experimental pressure distributions were in good 
agreement with the corresponding integral-relation-derived tension shell 
shape but were in poor agreement with Newtonian te~sion shell shapes. 
Thus, integral-relation-derived tension shell shapes are more representa- 
tive of bluff tension &%ell shapes than Newtonian-derived shapes. Drag 
coeff+.cients predicted by integral relation theory were approximately 
6 percent less than experimental values whereas Newtonian drag coeffi- 
cients were up to 14 percent higher than experiment. 
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XV. APPEFJDM A 
In this section the Fortran IV source program is  l isted for the 
derivation of tension shell structures of revolution subject to  linear 
mmbrane theory and tiximetric pressure distribution. The following 
definitions are used i n  the program and are defined below or i n  the list 
















Limiting configuration slope, deg 
Radial position array, R 
Pressure dis: .-iinrtion axrag, P 
Indexing Parameter 
Iniiexing Pammeter 




QR06RAM SAYVER ( I M W T  *OUT PUT ,TAPESmI NQUTtTAPE6*OUT OUT ,PUNCHl 
C PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF TENSION SHELL SHAPES 
100 FORMAT 4 l x 2 ~ 2 = €  l 6 m 8  ~ Z X ~ H ~ L P H A ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ X ~ H T H E T A D ~ E Z ~ ~  8 1  
101 fORMAT(8X5HTHEfL8X2WO8XZHV012XZHQO~ 
1 F O R Y I T O E l 6 m 8 l  
2 FORHAT(ZE16m8) 
2 0  F O R ~ A T ( 4 E l 6 m 8 )  
DIMENSION fHE(500l.P(SOOl 





RANr lm 5707000 
J= l  







K = l  
YRITE(6rlOOlZ~~LPHA~THETAO 
Y R I T E ( 6 t l O l )  
THET=THET A*OEG 
U R I T E ~ ~ T Z O ) T H E T  ~ROTYO,PO 
PUNCH 2,THETA.RO 
L=1 
C COWARISON OF A l G l E S  
3 I F ( R ~ L T ~ T H E ( J ) ~ A ~ ~ R ~ ~ T ~ T H E (  +ll )GO TO 4 
1FtRmEQmTHEIJ)tGO TO 5 
If (RmEQmTHE(J+l)BGO TO 6 
IFIRmLT.THEtJ+l ) )GO TO 7 
I F  (Rm6T.THE(Jl)60 TO 8 
C INTERPOLATIGEI FOR T M T A  ANO PRESSURE 
4 Offi=(R-THE(J))/(THE(J+lI-THEtJB) 
PO=P(J)+(P~J+L)-P(Jl5*006 
GO TO 9 
5 PO=PIJ) 
60 TO 9 
6 P O = P t J + l l  
GO TL; 9 
7 J=J+l 
60 TO 3 
8 J=J-1 
GO TO 3 
c RUNG-KUTTA f h T E G R A f I m  
9 I F ( R e L E e O l G 0  TO 23 
ER=R**( le-ALPHA! 
I F ( f H E T A e G T e R l l l A = O e  
I F  I T  HETAe GT eRIWlC=Ze*Z*ER*PO 
IF(THETA0GTeRANlGO TO 1+ 
TAN=SIN(THETAl/COS(THETAl 
A=-OR*ALPHA/ (R*TAN l 
C=2, *Z*ER*PC!/SIN(T HETI) 
14 I F ( K e E Q e 2 ) G O  TO 10 
I F ( U e E Q e 3 l G O  TO 11 
f F ( K e E O e 4 l G O  TO 12 
Al=A-OR*C 
I F  (THETA.GTeRAN)Bl~Oe 
I F ( T H E T A r G T e R A N l 6 0  TO 15 
Bl=DR/TAN 
15 Q= RO-DR / 2 l 
T H E T A ~ D f H E T + A 1 / 2 e  
K = K * l  
60 TO 3 
10 A2=A-DR*C 
I F ( T H E T A e G T e R A N l 6 2 ~ O o  
I F ( T H E T A e G T e R I I l G 0  TO 16 
B2=MI /TAN 
16 K = K + l  
THETA=OTHET+A2/2e 
GO TO 3 
11 A)=&-DR*C 
IF(THETAoGTeRAN)B3=0-  





I F  (ReLEeOlC=O 
IF(R,LEeOlGO TO 12 
Go TO 3 
12 A b A - M \ * C  
I F ( T H E T A o C T . R A N l 9 4 = 0 .  
f F ( T H E T A ~ G T ~ R A N l G 0  TO 18 




THET=THET  A*OEG 
RO=RO-OR 
9Y=1. /6 . * (Rl+2~*62+Zm*83+04)  
VO=YO*DY 
C P R I N T  R E S U L T S  
W R I T E f 6 ~ 2 O I T H E T , R O , V O I P O  
PUNCH 2,THETAvRO 
K = l  
I F ( R . t E m O ) G C  TC 23 
tF (THETA.GT .TPEfAR)GO TO 3 
23 C O N T I N U E  
Sl OP 
END 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABU v* - m m  PRESSURE DIS'PIRIJWTIQIOS AND THE 
-0 z = 0. 65 ~ S I O N  SHELL s m .  
+ Pressure distribution measured on 2 = 0.65 
Newtonian tension shell  shape with rn/r, = 0.20 
in  Mm= 3.0 airstream. 
* aessure distri,,ation measured on z = 0.65 
integral rela4,ion tension shell shape with 
rn/rb = 0.20 i n  M,= 3.0 airstream. 

Tension shell  
~ Y M  
Air f l o w  
- 
Figure 1.- mical tei:slon shell entry vehicle. 
3'-e 2. - Tension shell shqe and coordinate system. 
Figure 3.  - Geometry and coordinate system for aemd.ynamic 
considerat ion. 




(a) z = 0.50. 
Figure 8.- Comparison of Newtocian and integral  relat ion p r ~ a s u r e  
distributiorls and corresponding tension she l l  shapes. 
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(b) z = 0.65. 
Figure 8. - Continued. 
(c )  z = 0.80. 












































































(a) Iewtonian shape. 
Figure 11. - E3sperimental and theoretical pressure distributions about 
the Z = 0.65 Newtonian- and integral-relation-3erived teneion 
shell ahapes w i t h  r,/q, = 0.20 and at &, = 3.0. 
(b ) Integral relation shape. 
Figure ll. - Concluded. 
F i g u r e  12. - -son of the z = 0-65 ~ewtcmian-, integral-relation-, 
and expertnrPsltally derived tension she31 shapes and pressure 
distributicms . 
